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Emergency Management Network Sharing Solution
Perpetual Intelligence Gathering Collection
Perceptive Intelligence who brought you the overwhelming successful LENSS (Law
Enforcement Network Sharing Solution), have now released our EMNSS (Emergency
Management Network Sharing Solution).
It is the unique proprietary patented numerical identifiers that are our success and yours.
This is a vital game changer when information is flying at you at speeds that your departments
miss and lose information, but not intentionally. Data loss in times of emergency do not need to
occur, importantly, the ability to collect more is at hand! In times of emergency, your welltrained teams are dealing with so much input that a centralized a secure CJIS compliant
database is demanded.
Perceptive Intelligence created for law enforcement globally such a database which has been
in operation in the field for over three years. Real-time information is not only vital, it is
demanded in decision making and logging intelligence information required by so many to have
at their fingertips for those decisive actions. Available in the cloud on laptops and Smartphones.
Emergency management is the managerial function charged with creating the framework
within which communities reduce vulnerability to hazards and cope with disasters. Emergency
management seeks to promote safer, less vulnerable communities with the capacity to cope
with hazards and disasters. It is all about the data and its real-time availability!
Natural disasters, active shooter, man-made incidents, local hazardous materials storage or
accidents, no matter what, Emergency Management is in the thick of it and expected to
function seamlessly.
It is the functionality of EMNSS that when integrated with your Mobile CAD or RMS abilities
connected to whatever analytical capabilities you use, that are the absolute difference.
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Intelligence gathering is what we all have used, noting our findings on whatever method we can.
Later transferring to a database if we remember to do so and not missing anything. Lost data is
costly and can cause immense concerns.
Remember the day of 3 x 5 index cards? Back in the day, 1960s/70s that was how we gathered
intelligence and noted such detail. It was then collated by more individuals and filed as a
reference. It was siloed, maybe never seeing the light of day ever again. It becomes ‘lost data’
that among the notes might be solid information that would have made a major difference.
Let us give you an example of EMNSS if we may.
A simple flood is never simple! Emergency management when property is involved has so much
that requires to be documented by different departments and internal organizations. The right
hand has to know what the left hand is doing; it is that simple.
The flood becomes an Intelligence Report which as unique identifiers, street address, location,
names of those affected and of course it is assigned a case or incident number. Are they
centralized? Is everyone looking at the same information? As you move forward in the
following days, is everyone up to date and on the same page? Today, No!
With EMNSS you are! No matter how it is created, the unique identifiers are connected and
searchable. Each update is within the thread and on a query basis all updatable in real-time.
Each individual within your organization can administratively be added or subtracted as needs
deem. Normal daily working has a communication factor, when an incident occurs, the status
changes and others, including law enforcement, all public safety and volunteers are added with
restricted access. Everyone is now under one umbrella with information at their fingertips which
is in, importantly real-time. Yes, the Smartphone is key, and nothing is left on the mobile
phone.
That is just the surface; it connects all, each level of Emergency management has their own
system which functions autonomously. So, State, County, and City have active data which when
an emergency happens can know be interlinked with vital information for all to share. The
administrative control of who has access is yours, yes you control. It is times of need all
available data is required for all parties to succeed.
We can bring you a full overview in the form of a Symposium for your state which would include
all Emergency management connected departments, county and city, and all public safety.
Make the call; we will make you more connected than ever!

EMNSS is the Change…

WE ARE IN THE NOW & KEEP YOU; IN THE KNOW…
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